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be wrong, or not the best; but English can be found for all
these. Moreover, what was said of special association or allusion
may apply; to call a luncheon dejeuner, however, as in the
appended extract, because it is to be eaten by Frenchmen, is
hardly covered by this, though it is a praiseworthy attempt at
what the critics call giving an atmosphere.
It was resolved that on the occasion of the visit of the French Fleet in
August the Corporation should offer the officers an appropriate recep-
tion and invite them to a dejeuner at the Guildhall.—Times.
But speaking broadly, what a writer effects by using these
ornaments is to make us imagine him telling us he is a wise
fellow and one that hath everything handsome about him,
including a gentlemanly acquaintance with the French language.
Some illustrations follow:
Motorists lose more than they know by bfrises of this kind.—Times.
His determination to conduct them to a successful issue coute gue
coute might result in complications.—Times.
The gloom which the Russian troubles have caused at Belgrade has
to some extent been lightened by a certain Schadenfreude over the
difficulties with which the Hungarian crisis threatens the neighbouring
Monarchy.—Times.
A recent reperusal... left the impression which is so often produced
by the exhibition in bulk of the ceuvre of a deceased Royal Academician
—it has emphasized Schiller's deficiencies without laying equal em-
phasis on his merits.—Times.
'Spying strangers' is apparently to become a daily divertissement in
the House.—Westminster Gazette.
The va et tnent behind the scenes is the most interesting feature in
the House of Commons.—Westminster Gazette.
The following are instances of less familiar French or Latin
words used wantonly:
Sa'di himself visited Somnath, and has described his somewhat
saugrenu experiences with a Hindu priest there.—Spectator.
So, one would have thought, the fever of New York was abated here,
even as the smoke of the city was but a gray tache on the horizon.—
E. F. BENSON.
Either we know that tache means stain, or we do not. If we do,
we cannot admire our novelist's superior learning: if we do not.

